
 



LinkedIn Growth 
● New statistics were released this quarter to highlight LinkedIn’s growth 
● According to Microsoft’s latest quarterly report, LinkedIn’s revenue increased by 25% 

during the last quarter ($371 million)1 

● LinkedIn also brought in “record levels of engagement” and had a 22% growth in 
sessions 

● LinkedIn additionally announced that they now have over 630 million professionals on 
their network and over 34 million Pages have been created on the platform2 

 

 

Algorithm Changes 
● LinkedIn made algorithm changes to encourage more conversations and help foster 

active communities on its platform3 

● To determine the order in which posts show up in users’ feeds, LinkedIn uses a two-pass 
system: 

○ The first pass selects candidates (e.g., updates from your network, job 
recommendations, sponsored updates) based on “predicted relevance to the 
feed viewer” 

○ The second pass combines and scores output from the first pass and creates a 
personalized ranked list 

● LinkedIn has rebuilt its learning-machine model for candidate selection with new 
objectives and different algorithms to make it more community-focused 



○ The algorithm now incorporates the “prediction of professional conversation 
contribution” when selecting candidates in order to “capture the 
community-building aspect of each feed update” 

 

New Features 
Interview Tools 

● In addition to having existing tools that provide commonly asked interview questions and 
expert advice from career experts, hiring managers, and professional recruiters, job 
seekers will have access to short videos that teach them how to approach interviews in 
an effective way4 

● Premium members will also get access to expert-approved sample answers to top 
interview questions 

● Another new tool allows users to practice answering interview questions privately, 
self-evaluate, and review the recorded answers in order to improve their interview skills 

● Later this year, LinkedIn will also introduce the ability for users to share 
interview-practice recordings privately with their connections to get feedback, coaching, 
and advice 

● Interview preparation resources will be available in English-speaking countries on the 
LinkedIn mobile app and on the desktop version of the site 

○ The resources can be found on the desktop version under the job tab in the Jobs 
Tracker dashboard 

○ On mobile, they are located in the job tab under “applied jobs” 
 
 
General New Features 

● You can now tag people in photos on LinkedIn5 

● LinkedIn recently introduced new options for reacting to other users’ posts, such as 
celebrate, love, insightful, curious, and more  

● You can now share videos in messages 
● Users now have the ability to share PDFs and slides on the main feed, in groups, or in 

Pages 
● On mobile, the post button is now in the bottom-center of the screen and the message 

button has moved to the top-right corner 
● You can now find your groups and the hashtags you follow on the right side of your feed 

on desktop or by clicking on your profile picture on mobile 
 



 

Pages 
● New features introduced to LinkedIn Pages this quarter include new call-to-action (CTA) 

buttons and communities hashtags2 

● Custom Call-to-Action Button (CTA) and Analytics 

○ You can now add a custom CTA button to your Page  
○ There are five button options: 

■ Contact us, Learn More, Register, Sign Up, Visit Website 
○ Along with the buttons, LinkedIn has introduced a new analytics dashboard that 

shows Page admins how many visitors are clicking the CTA buttons 
○ You can find the click-through analytics on the left-hand side of your Page Admin 

home page in your Dashboard or at the top of your Visitor Analytics tab 
● Communities hashtags 

○ Communities hashtags is a feature that allows you to “associate your Page with 
relevant hashtags and join important conversations” 

○ To do so, simply follow relevant hashtags on behalf of your Page, click into a 
hashtag feed that you’re associated with, and then interact with audiences in the 
voice of your business 

● LinkedIn also improved its Page admin tools on the mobile app, granting admins the 
option to update key Page details and edit posts they’ve already published via the 
mobile app 
 

 



 

Advertising 
● LinkedIn video ads are now available through Scope by 4C6 

○ Scope by 4C is a “self-serve cross-channel video platform [which works] to unify 
audience discovery, activation, and analytics across TV, Social, Digital, and 
Mobile”7 

● LinkedIn has also introduced three new objectives in Campaign Manager: Brand 
Awareness, Website Conversions, and Job Applications8 

○ Brand Awareness 
■ Advertisers can now increase their share-of-voice with campaigns that 

charge by impressions (e.g., cost per thousand or CPM) 
○ Website Conversions 

■ Advertisers can now create campaigns that are optimized for specific 
actions on their websites (e.g., purchases, downloads, event registration, 
etc.) 

○ Job Applicants 
■ Advertisers can now make ads to drive applications on LinkedIn or on 

their own website 
● LinkedIn also says it is optimizing their click pricing 

○ Those using the Website Conversions option will be charged only for clicks that 
go to their landing page 

○ For social engagement campaigns, pricing will include all social actions (e.g., 
likes, comments, shares, etc.) 

● There is also a new Ads tab on LinkedIn Pages for greater transparency around ads9 

○ Users can access the tab to view all sponsored content that advertisers have run 
on LinkedIn in the past six months  

○ Users can click on the ads, and advertisers will not be charged for the 
engagement, and the clicks will not impact campaign reporting 
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